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Abstract— Today most of the networking computation and functions performed by the network administrators are very complex and 

requires high degree of programming skill. Python  is a very powerful, open source, user friendly language that is widely popular today. 

NetwokX and Matplotlib are two packages in Python that provides wide range of functionalities and operations. NetworkX as its name 

indicates is very helpful in networking side. Matplotlib is mainly used for data visualization purpose. This paper is to give a basic idea about 

how the features of Python, NetworkX and Matplotlib can be used in solving Networking operations and Algorithms in an user friendly 

manner by reducing its complexity.    

Index Terms—Python, NetworkX, Matplotlib, BFS.   
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

etwork administrators and Network programmers have 
to face a wide variety of complex network operations 
and algorithms while dealing with computer networks. 

Solving these complex tasks is difficult and requires very good 
programming skill. It is very difficult for a person with less 
programming skill to do these tasks. Python is a good solution 
for this because it is a good user friendly language. It contains 
huge amount of inbuilt libraries and packages for making it 
more user friendly than other languages. In this paper Iam 
trying to familiarise you with Python and its packages Net-
workX, Matplotlib and show how it can be used to make net-
working tasks and algorithms more user friendly in less com-
plex manner. This paper is organised in such a way that First, 
familiarisation of Python and its various tools. Then a breif 
introduction to NetworkX its builtin models and func-
tions.Then an introduction to Matplotlib and its functions. 
Next a case study by implementing BFS algorithm using Py-
thon-NetworkX, Matplotlib and evaluate it with BFS imple-
mentation in C. Aim of case study is to compare both lan-
guage's in various aspects.  By comparison iam trying to eval-
uate the features  and functions that Python packages pro-
vides  with respect to that of C. 

2 PYTHON 

Python in an open source high-level programming language 
which is becoming widely popular day by day. There are so 
many reasons for its popularity. It is a simple and very user 
friendly language. Those who doesn't have very good pro-
gramming knowledge, that is a beginner in programming can 
handle Python very easily. It contains a large amount of 
standard inbuilt libraries and packages. Almost for every pur-
pose there exist a Python package, libraries or Python support-

ing applications. The main thing that makes Python more 
popular is its user friendly nature. It is well documented and 

supports proper indentation mechanism. User doesn't have to 
worry about the bracket intricacies. Python supports large 
data types and data structures. The usage of these data types 
and data structures are very simple while comparing to other 
languages.  
 As mentioned earlier Python have numerous packag-
es and tools that can be useful in various fields. Some im-
portant packages are; for Scientific computing NumPy is there. 
SciPy library which depends on NumPy is a tool for mathe-
matical computation and operations. For networking opera-
tions and functions NetworkX is there. For visualisation of 
data Matplotlib package is there. For a Python interactive en-
vironment IPython is there. Web application frameworks like 
Pylon and Django are also very popular. Panda3D game en-
gine also uses Python coding for game development. Like this 
a huge amount of libraries and packages are available in Py-
thon for various purposes. These packages enhances the pow-
er of programming and user friendly capabilities of Python. 
These features makes Python a very popular programming 
language. Major Python users today include Google, NASA, 
Disney, Youtube,  Facebook, Bitbucket, Tabblo, Reddit etc. In 
this paper iam concentrating mainly on networking side so 
that I choose two tools NetworkX and Matplotlib for my anal-
ysis. 

3 NETWORKX 

Today Network administrators and network programmers are 
facing various challenges in networking fields. They have to 
deal with huge datasets which are in different formats. They 
have to face new and complex algorithms. Integration of 
various networking tools is an important challenge they face 
today. Interfacing their networking applications with 
hardware's is another difficult task they face today. For 
solving majority of these problems they need a simple and 
powerful programming tool. Python is the best answer to their 
need. NetworkX in Python has huge support for network 
related operations and algorithms. It contains a large 
collection of network related Data structures, built in graph 
algorithms and graph generators. It also contains majority of 
the network related graphs as their inbuilt attributes. It may 
include Simple graph, Directed graph, Complete graph, 
Complete Bi-Partite graph, Petersen Graph etc. It also have 
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inbuilt support for Complex random Graph generators like 
Erdos-Renyi, Barbasi-Albert, Small world etc. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. NetworkX Graph operations. 

Above fig shows some basic graph operations using 
NetworkX. From the figure itself the user friendly nature of 
Python-NetworkX is evident. From this we understand that 

NetworkX operations are very simple. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. NetworkX Graph centrality function. 

Figure 2 shows a graph implemented using NetworkX and the 
Degree centrality of each node in that graph. Hub in a network 
is usually node with high degrees. This Degree centrality 
function can be used to identify the hub in a network. There is 
a function in NetworkX to calculate the centrality of nodes in a 
graph. Degree Centrality of a node is nothing but number of 
nodes incident to that particular node. In NetworkX Degree 
centrality can be calculated as  
 

>> nx.degree_centrality(G) 

 

where G is the graph defined using NetworkX. If G is the 
graph in figure.2 then its output is as shown in figure. 2 with 
node A has highest degree of centrality. That is node A is 
acting as a hub in that network. Like this there are so many 
functions in NetworkX. By properly using these functions we 
can do different complex tasks in networks very easily. 

4  MATPLOTLIB 

By using NetworkX we can create different types of graphs. 
But in order to view the created graphs another Python tool 

known as Matplotlib package is needed. Matplotlib is actually 
a Python library that is used for representing 2D graphs. 
Matplotlib is similar to that of Matlab and is mainly used for 
picture and data visualisation. Matplotlib.pyplot is used for 
plotting different figures and graphs. Matplotlib tool is a very 
useful tool for network administrators and network 
programmers to plot various data's related to networks. For 
example if we consider traffic monitoring in networks 
Matplotlib can be used for plotting network traffic in different 
nodes in a graphical manner. Matplotlib provides support for 
visualising data in different formats like Regular Plots, 
Scattered Plots, Bar Plots, Grid Plots, 3D Plots, Pie Charts, 
Polar Axis, Texts etc. Basic way of displaying a graph created 
by NetworkX, using Matplotlib is as shown below 
 
>> import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
>> networkx.draw(G)  
>> plt.show()     
 
Here first we import matplotlib.pyplot as plt a varaiable. This 
is actually the procedure of importing matplotlib package into 
Python. Then we will draw the graph G by using the draw 
function of NetworkX. Then by using the show function of 
matplotlib.pyplot we will display the graph G in output 
screen. The above code shows the simple and user friendly 
way of Python code, instead of writing so many codes for 
representing a graph it can be done in limited steps by using 
Python.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Erdos_Renyi_Graph 

Figure 3 shows a random graph generated by Erdos_Renyi 
model. Think how many lines of code is needed to generate 
this complex graph in normal scenario using C language. We 
know its a very complex task to generate this graph using C. 
But with Python-NetworkX and Matplotlib it requires only a 
code of 5 lines as shown below 
 
>> import networkx as nx 
>> import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
>> G=nx.erdos_reny_graph(50,0.3) 
>> nx.draw(G) 
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>> plt.show() 

 

  This is actually the simplicity of Python. In NetworkX there 
exists a built in function erdos_reny_graph for generating 
random graphs using method of erdos_reny model. Thus by 
using NetworkX and Matplotlib packages in Python most of 
the complex tasks and algorithms in networks can be easily 
implemented in a user friendly way. This is the reason why 
these two packages are considered as an important 
networking tools. It is better for a network admin or network 
programmers if they are familiar with Python and these tools 
in Python. Because it will reduce the complexity of their tasks 
and save their time to a great extend.  

5  CASE STUDY : EVALUATION 

Aim of this case study is to compare and evaluate the features 
of Python implemented networking tasks with that 
implemented by other popular language like C. For this case 
study we choose BFS algorithm, implemented it by using 
Python-NetworkX-Matplotlib and also by using C and then 
compare their features with respect to various aspects. 
Through this evaluation my aim is to identify how Python 
enhances the implementation of a network related task and 
how it reduces the complex nature of that implementation by 
comparing with other popular language like C. BFS is nothing 
but Breadth First Search and it is a popular technique used for 
searching in a graph. In BFS we will first visit a node then we 
visit its neighbouring nodes and proceeds like that. We choose 
BFS implementation for this evaluation mainly because it is 
widely used in networking for finding shortest path between  

 
Fig. 4. BFS algorithm 

two nodes, maximum flow in a network, finding all  
nodes with one connected component etc. 

 

 

Figure 4 shows the BFS algorithm with time complexity O(m) 
where m is the number of arcs. We implemented this 

algorithm by using both Python-NetworkX-Matplotlib and by 
using C. Implemented BFS is for a graph with 9 vertices and 
17 edges. Then we made a detail evaluation based on different 
aspects of these to programs. 
 

 
Fig. 5. output of C-BFS 

Fig. 6. output of Python-BFS 

First evaluation is based on their outputs, from figure.5 and 
figure.6 it is very clear that BFS implemented with Python is 
very user friendly and it is very easy to understand. Figure. 6 
shows both the input graph and BFS traversed output graph 
along with the breadth first search nodes. From this we can 
understand that Python implemented network algorithms are 
very simple and user friendly. By viewing the graphs the 
programmer can easily visualise the networking architecture 
similar to the graph and easily find solutions. Then Second 
evaluation is based on length of code. For Python 
implementation we took about 41 line code but for C 
implementation we took about 96 lines. The length of the 
program varies according to your program skills. But one 
thing iam sure is that Python requires code with less number 
of lines than C. This shows that Python coding is less time 
consuming compared to C. Thus it saves the valuable time of 
network programmers while coding various tasks. 
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TABLE 1 

GRAPH CREATION TIME 

 

No:of nodes Python-BFS C-BFS 

10 0.000056982 s 0.000102 s 

20 0.00007987 s 0.000105 s 

30 0.000094891 s 0.000109 s 

50 0.000133991 s 0.000111 s 

100 0.000240087 s 0.000138 s 

 

Third evaluation is based on node creation time. Table 1 
shows the graph creation time in BFS using Python and C. 
From the table we can see the node creation time of Python is 
lower than C when number of nodes is less. But for large 
number of nodes Python creation time is higher than C. This is 
because Python creates nodes of graph by loading the package 
NetworkX and for higher nodes this takes higher time than 
that of C, but C creates graph by using inbuilt data type 
structure and it doesnt take that much time in the case of large 
number of nodes. Python is actually working as an interpreted 
language but we can compile the Python code and can 
generate a compiled Python code which doesn't require 
compilation during each time of its execution. The extension of 
that code is pyc instead of normal py. This compiled code took 
very little time compared to the normal execution of Python. 
Here we executed pyc code.      
 From this case study it is clear that programming or 
implementing algorithms in Python is very easy, user friendly 
and saves our coding time compared to that of other language 
like C. One drawback it points is Python running time is 
slightly higher than that of C. If network programmers 
practise to use the Python language it is very useful and very 
advantageous for them. Python can be used for implementing 
very complex algorithms in an easy manner, Python reduces 
the complexity of programming, Python scripting language 
can be used for integration of different tools like mashups. 
Thus Python and Python networking tools like NetworkX and 
Matplotlib is a best option for network administrators and 
network programmers.  

6  CONCLUSION 

This paper is to give a brief idea about how Python and 
Python packages like NetworkX and Matplotlib is useful for 
network programmers and administrators. Python is a rapidly 
growing language and big corporates in the world are 
changing towards Python. Thus in future Python have a very 
good scope in different fields especially in the networking 
field. As it is an open source language we can also contribute 
different tools and libraries to enrich its vault. Thus by using 

the user-friendly, simple, less complex, easy to understand 
features of Python very complex and time consuming tasks 
and codes in networking can easily be implemented.  
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